
Launceston 2nd November 2014 

 

RACE 1 : This is a C1 only. BUCKSAROO (5) has his first local when was a brave fourth after doing all 

the work. Hr draws to push forward early so will get every chance. THESE DAYS (9) will find this 

easier than past couple and draws to get a good run through so has to be a chance. ORIGINAL ART 

(12) has had a stable change so will be a huge watch runner as he does have his fair share of ability. 

ALL ABOUT ALICE (4) was driven a treat to win last start to win. She draws well so with a similar run 

tonight has a chance. COOKED BOOKS (10) is another that will find this slightly easier than past 

couple so has an e/w chance in a tough race. ANGKRISTY (7) has been racing ok but comes up with 

the wide draw so place look’s best. TRIED AND TRUE (8) and OSCAR BLAKEDON (13) can sneak a 

minor first four spot at odds. 

TOP PICK : BUCKSAROO (5) is a good e/w gamble in a tough race. 

DANGERS : THESE DAYS (9) gets a good run through so is a danger along with ORIGINAL ART (12). 

ROUGHIE : COOKED BOOKS (10) will get out to good odds and can run a race. 

RATINGS : 5 – 9 12 – 4 7 10 – 8 13 -  

 

RACE  2 : This is a C1 or better stand. HESA PROSPECT (2) was disappointing last start as a short 

priced favourite. He will be hoping to step safely so if does he will take holding out if driven with a sit 

so then he can use his speed. DOUBLE DEE (9) resumed with a solid effort after facing the breeze 

throughout. He will find this easier but has to give them 20 metres but is still a leading chance. 

MAJOR CALLUM (1) has been racing well so if steps away at his first run from behind the tapes and 

lobbed handy will be thereabouts. UNCLE BUZZ (4) is always around the mark in these races so is a 

must include for the exotics. CYRILFROMTHEPOCKET (3) is racing well so if settles handy he is 

another that has to be included in the multiples. MIGHTY JASPER (6) , SIR YOIE (7) and ME MATE LES 

(8) are next best. 

TOP PICK :  HESA PROSPECT (2) will give him another chance here. 

DANGERS : DOUBLE DEE (9) was good last start so is a danger along with MAJOR CALLUM (1). 

ROUGHIE : CYRILFROMTHEPOCKET (3) can bob up at double figure odds. 

RATINGS :  2 – 1 9 – 3 4 – 6 7 8 - 5 

 

RACE 3 : This is for the three year old and older non winners. BUSTED (1) has been racing well and 

comes up with the ideal draw. He should be able to hold up then from there gets every chance. FIRE 

UP FRANCO (2) was unlucky last start when dragged a flat tyre for the last 400 metres when went 

down narrowly. He draws to get the gun run here so is a huge danger. MY MATE TYSON (6) resumes 

from a break in where he showed a bit of ability. He will get a good run in transit so has to be given a 



hope. CARDINAL BILL (4) was on debut when only battled away. He will find this easier and the small 

field suits so expect him to improve here. SUPA SUNSHINE (5) is one at odds that can run a race at 

odds. 

TOP PICK : BUSTED (1) gets every chance from the draw. 

DANGERS : FIRE UP FRANCO (2) is the obvious danger along with MY MATE TYSON (6). 

ROUGHIE : CARDINAL BILL (4) will improve here. 

RATINGS :  1 – 2 – 4 6 – 5 – 3 7 

 

RACE 4 : This is another race for the three year old and older. KYLEASHA (1) resumed with a solid 

effort in where she was able to find the lead and dictate the race and win well. She will strip much 

fitter for the run so there is no reason why she can’t win again. GOTTALOVEFRIDAYS (2) was brave in 

that race when sitting parked and just failed to pick up the leader. He will have to do the work again 

tonight but is the main danger. ONEMORELAUGH (5) is the query runner as has showed gate speed 

in the past so they may try and zoom across to the lead then that will make the race interesting. 

LADY ELAINE (8) has drawn to get a cheap run on the pegs so is a must for the exotics. CARDINAL 

ART (7) will strip much fitter for his 1
st

 up run so he too is a must include. RAINBOW PHOENIX (6) is a 

minor first four hope. 

TOP PICK : KYLEASHA (1) is clearly the one to beat 

 DANGERS : GOTTALOVEFRIDAYS (2) is the obvious danger along with ONEMORELAUGH (5). 

ROUGHIE : CARDINAL ART (7) can bob up at odds with a little luck. 

 RATINGS : 1 – 2 – 5 7 8 – 6 – 3 4 9 

 

RACE  5 : This is a handy C4/C5 affair. EL JAYS MAGIC (8) was very dominant last start when scored 

running away. This is slightly tougher but she will settle handy from the draw so is clearly the hardest 

to beat. BLUE POINTER (6) has resumed in good order winning both of his runs. He draws a touch 

wide here so will be hoping to slot in then will be a huge danger. ANINCHOFHISLIFE (4) is racing very 

well so if can get a bit of cover he will take plenty of holding out. CISKEI (1) draws well again and 

should be getting fitter but I’m just not sure where his at present but has class so needs to be kept 

safe. ANOTHER JASPER (2) is another racing well that will go around at nearly double figure odds so 

can win at odds. DELIVERTHEGOODS (5) and PUNT ROAD DISCO (7) can fill a minor first four spot at 

odds. 

TOP PICK : EL JAYS MAGIC (8) racing very so will be the hardest to beat. 

DANGERS : BLUE POINTER (6) is the obvious danger along with ANINCHOFHISLIFE (4). 

 ROUGHIE : ANOTHER JASPER (2) is racing well so can win at odds. 



RATINGS : 8 – 4 6 – 1 2 – 5 7 - 3 

 

RACE  6 : This a C2/C3 with plenty of chances. KARALTA DAZZLER (5) is racing very well and can do it 

tough in his races which he will have to do here. He will push forward from the draw and look for the 

breeze then from there he will be in the finish. CRANBRE (4) has made a good impression at his two 

runs to date. This is his toughest test to date but he may be up to it as from what we have seen to 

date. ALL ABOUT MOD (1) has drawn ideally to run a much improved race here so has to be kept 

safe at odds. JODILA (10) is sure to strip fitter for her 1
st
 up run so has to be kept very safe. TANGO 

TERRIFIC (3) had had no luck at all of late so if can get a bit of cover he can run a race at odds. LIKE IT 

IS (2) , MACH MY DAY (6) and GOOD BEGINNINGS (8) can fill a minor first four spot.  

TOP PICK : KARALTA DAZZLER (5) racing well so is the hardest to beat. 

DANGERS : CRANBRE (4) this is harder but is the danger along with JODILA (10). 

ROUGHIE : ALL ABOUT MOD (1) gets every chance to run a race at odds. 

RATINGS : 5 – 4 10 – 1 3 – 2 6 8 – 7 9 

 

RACE  7 : This is a very good C6/C7. CLAMOROUS (1) will strip much fitter for his first up run. He 

draws ideally and does have gate speed so will get every chance to notch up another win. RYKOV 

LEIS (4) was huge last start when ran the gate and couldn’t get across so raced very keenly and 

battled away well. He will be looking to find the top and if he does he will take plenty of catching. 

GIULIANI (2) had every chance last week when got nabbed on the line. He draws to get a good run 

here and if the pace is on he can win. MELOLYN (3) resumes from a break. He was in brilliant form 

earlier in the season but just found a bit tougher towards the end of his prep. He draws well and can 

run the gate so expect there to be fireworks early and if he is at his best can win. FALCO 

PEREGRINUS (6) and MELPARK MAESTRO (7) are both racing well and are a must for the exotics. 

TOP PICK : CLAMOROUS (1) will need a little luck at the business but can win if gets it. 

DANGERS : RYKOV LEIS (4) if runs up to last start is the obvious danger along with GIULIANI (2). 

ROUGHIE :  FALCO PEREGRINUS (6) if they go real hard up front can surprise at odds. 

 RATINGS :  1 – 2 3 4 – 6 7 - 5 

 

 

RACE 8 : This is the free for all to finish off the night. GREYSTEEL (4) showed a return to his best last 

start with a very impressive win. He will zoom across early to the lead and whatever beats him will 

win. RIVERBOAT JASPER (1) will be stalking him everywhere he goes so is a huge danger as is a 

quality animal. TESSANZO (3) has drawn to get a soft run just behind the leader’s so is a must for the 



exotics. OUR MELS DRAEM (5) will be much better for his last run so will pay to keep very safe at 

odds. QUASTOR CENTURION (2) will be better for 1
st

 up run but place look’s best. 

TOP PICK : GREYSTEEL (4) if runs up to last run is the one to beat. 

 

DANGERS : RIVERBOAT JASPER (1) will get every chance to run him down. 

ROUGHIE : OUR MELS DREAM (5) will be finishing strongly at odds. 

RATINGS : 4 – 1 – 3 5 – 2 - 6 

 


